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A BRIEF HISTORY OF REED COLLEGE

1387 CE
In Eastern Detriot, Michigan (then known as “Old 

Detriot, Old Michigan”), a woman and man meet in 
an old-style pub and venture home together to “spend 
the night” (an activity then known as “Prunching”).  
As they ride home they come to a stoplight, where 
a homeless man begins to groom their horse in an 
attempt to extort change out of  their old-timey pockets.  
Angered, the man pushes the homeless drifter over 
onto the sidewalk.  This propels the homeless man to 
land right into the arms of  a homeless woman known 
as “Cindy the Destitute Eye-Snatcher.”  This fateful 
fall initiates a sexual act between the two vagrants that 
starts a line of  succession that eventually leads to the 
birth of  Amanda Reed, Reed College’s founder and 
resident chef.  “Cindy the Destitute Eye-Snatcher” 
is still known as Reed’s great-great-great-great-great-
GrandHoboMistress.

1908 CE
Reed College is founded by Amanda Reed, a corn-

toothed traveling encyclopedia saleswoman who 
eventually settles down in Portland because she finally 
meets a man who is willing to put up with her constant 
ramblings about “the second coming of  Chris” (Chris 

was a man who once bought TWO (2!) encyclopedia 
sets from her in Des Moines in an effort to seem less 
racist than he actually was).

1911 CE
The first classes are held are Reed.  The following list 

represents historians’ best guesses of  the titles of  those 
classes based on excellently composed and preserved 
hieroglyphics found within the sewers beneath Eliot 
Hall:
•	 Hieroglyphics 101: Dusting and 

Conceptualization
•	 Hieroglyphics 202: Color Preparation
•	 Sexism 101: You Want to Vote?  But You 

Can’t Even Read!
•	 Hieroglyphics 303: Composition and 

Preservation
•	 Spelunking 101: How to Break Into Eliot 

Hall To Practice Hieroglyphics and Sexism
•	 African American Studies 101: SO 

Progressive, RIGHT???
•	 Life in 1911: As Bad as it Seems?

1927 CE
Nascar is invented and every student at Reed is given 

a mandatory vacation to watch Dale Earnhardt Sr. win 
the Indy 500.

1955 CE
Reed students experience what was known at the 

time as “The 50’s.” Based on historical analysis and 
tea-leaf-examination, “The 50’s” consisted primarily 
of  rotten milk and refrigeration repair.  Unfortunately, 
Reed had its fair share of  both.

1973 CE
Prominents science fiction novelist L. Ron Hubbard 

writes The Iliad.  In an ingenious marketing strategy, 
Hubbard dates the book to the Greek empire and 
begins disseminating it across Liberal Arts colleges 
across the country.  No one wants to seem “out of  
the loop,” so the false date of  the book’s publication is 
never questioned.  The Iliad remains to this day Reed’s 
primary method of  brainwashing incoming students.

1976 CE
Known in Reed lore as “The Great 76,” during this 

year 50 Reed Students march on Washington for better 
marcher’s rights.  Unfortunately, Washington instead 
fences them in and makes them “march to their death.”  
The irony was so staggering they all died within three 
days.  The year was known as “The Great 76” because 
no one really liked those 50 students anyway and 
everything else about the year was pretty positive (the 
cupcake was invented!  Yummy!).

1978 CE
Steve Jobs attends Reed for one semester but then 

drops out to become a professional Gravy Taster 
but trips one day while touring a wire factory and 
accidentally creates the world’s first personal computer.  
He officially credits Reed for his clumsy demeanor 
which eventually led to his breakthrough invention.

2009 CE
YOU START GOING HERE AND 

EVENTUALLY BECOME THE WORLD’S FIRST 
BISEXUAL COAL MINER!   YOU MAY BE POST-
GENDER, BUT WE SURE AS HELL AIN’T POST 
FOSSIL-FUEL!

by AM

by GH + A-D G

ANNOUNCEMENT
The administration has officially announced that if  

you joined the group “Reed College Class of  2013” on 
Facebook you are officially kicked out of  school for 
being a fucking idiot.  Seriously, get a life and learn to 
“meet” people the real way: IN PERSON.  Reed doesn’t 
need you worthless “next-generationers.”  In other 
news, the Reed College Freshman Class has recently 
been downsized to 19 International Students.

by AM

Q: I heard that Reed 
was the place for nerdy 
kids who read Joyce in 
high school, but when I 
got here, I realized that 
everyone on my floor 
is a model! How do I 
relate to these people? 
Are Star Trek references 
appropriate?

A: Yes, 86% of  the student body has modeling 
experience. If  you didn’t know that, there are still ways 
of  fitting in. You will have to go for that “not really 
trying look,” which in fact takes a lot of  effort. Spend 
some time down at the Paradox, and ask around for 
the best vintage clothing stores. Also, try dumpster 
diving—this is a great way to upgrade your wardrobe 
on the cheap, make new friends, and contract exotic 
diseases to brag about at all the cool parties you’ll be 
attending in your new clothes.

 Q: How do I get people to stop telling me their life 
stories and bragging about how they overcame their 
past “hardships”? Seriously, if  I hear one more kid 
boast about how awesome their mental illness is, I’m 
going to start brewing meth.

A: If  you’re getting bored to tears hearing about the 
inadequacy of  other students’ financial aid packages 
and all the different types of  cancers their relatives 
have had, try telling them about how privileged your 
upbringing was. If  they drop that they lived in a mobile 
home for two years, mention the time your summer 
house in Marseilles got fumigated and your family had 
to rent a penthouse in Zurich…for an entire month! 
This is sure to make them shut up and be your friend.

Q: My roommate always gets upset when I video chat 
with my long distance girlfriend and things start to get 
steamy. I can’t tell if  he is genuinely upset or just wants 
to join in on the fun. How do I broach this delicately?

A: This is a common problem. Start out by slowly 
easing him into the chats. “This is Zach. Zach, this is 
Jennifer. Say hi Jennifer!” Do this a couple more times 
and then have him do it naked. If  this goes over well, 
have him sit on your lap during a chat. The next time 
things get hot and heavy “Jennifer” won’t even notice 
when Zach “just happens” to pop in (or when you 
happen to “pop in” Zach!)!

FRESHMAN FAQ

by AM

This ia an image of  a typical History 
Scroll™.  You can find hundreds of  
these in any historian’s backpack, 
or History-Pack™.  They are quite 
costly, however, it is possible to fash-
ion your own with two rolling pins for 
the edges and one large log to make 
the paper out of.

This is a question mark?

HOW TO “SURVIVE” 
AT REED
Kill yourself.

by AM

TimeCop 4 
Time is no longer an “issue” as Max Walker invents a 
machine which allows him to be everywhere at every 
point in time simultaneously.  Max Walker officially 
changes his name to God and spend most of  the movie 
looking for a Carl’s Jr. open past 3:00 AM.

Vacuums
One rogue scientist attempts to warn society of  the 
growing threat of  Roomba™ Brand Robotic Vacuums, 
but unfortunately it is too late to avoid a disaster years 
in the making.  The only way to hide is to walk up 
stairs or otherwise be more than three inches above the 
ground.  The devastation the vacuums cause eliminates 
the Parapalegic as a social class.

Timecop 5 
God’s second second-coming.  All Carl’s Jrs are forced 
to stay open always.

There Will Be Blood 2: There Will Be More Blood 
Set in a brighter, “greener” future, this movie follows 
the trials and tribulations of  a solar panel tycoon played 
by Daniel Tomorrow-Lewis.  He eventually kills the 
antagonist while Hover-Bowling.

Chocolate
Basically exactly like that movie Chocolat but with an 
“e” on the end of  it.

Ernest Goes to (Death) Camp 
The lovable Ernest is back: this time in a more wacky 
adventure than ever!  In the not-too-distant future, all 
regular camps have been converted to regular death 
camps in order to help with overpopulation.  Through 
the course of  the movie we discover that the best 
Ernest is a dead Ernest!

FUTURE MOVIES


